We demonstrate the effect of an ecosystem differentiated insulation by snow on the soil 7 thermal regime and on the terrestrial soil carbon distribution in the pan-Arctic area. This is 8 done by means of a sensitivity study performed with the land surface model ORCHIDEE, 9 which furthermore provides a first quantification of this effect. Based on field campaigns 10 reporting higher thermal conductivities and densities for the tundra snowpack than for taiga 11 snow, two distributions of near-equilibrium soil carbon stocks are computed, one relying on 12 uniform snow thermal properties and the other using ecosystem-differentiated snow thermal 13 properties. Those modeled distributions strongly depend on soil temperature through 14 decomposition processes. Considering higher insulation by snow in taiga areas induces 15 warmer soil temperatures by up to 12 K in winter at 50 cm depth. This warmer soil signal 16 persists over summer with a temperature difference of up to 4 K at 50 cm depth, especially in 17 areas exhibiting a thick, enduring snow cover. These thermal changes have implications 18 on the modeled soil carbon stocks, which are reduced by 8% in the pan-Arctic continental 19 area when the vegetation-induced variations of snow thermal properties are accounted 20 for. This is the result of diverse and spatially heterogeneous ecosystem processes: where 21 higher soil temperatures lift nitrogen limitation on plant productivity, tree plant functional 22 types thrive whereas light limitation and enhanced water stress are the new constrains 23 on lower vegetation, resulting in a reduced net productivity at the pan-Arctic scale. 24 Concomitantly, higher soil temperatures yield increased respiration rates (+22% over the 25 study area) and result in reduced permafrost extent and deeper active layers which expose 26 greater volumes of soil to microbial decomposition. The three effects combine to produce 27 lower soil carbon stocks in the pan-Arctic terrestrial area. Our study highlights the role 28 of snow in combination with vegetation in shaping the distribution of soil carbon and 29 permafrost at high latitudes.
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[6] Snow r and k eff vertical profiles were measured in the 
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[12] Observed vertical profiles of snow density obtained at 318 snowpack mostly consists of dense and conductive wind-319 slabs. Therefore we estimate that typical (r, k eff ) values for 320 tundra snow are rather (330, 0.25), which we will use sub-321 sequently ( The calculated snow conductivity is an average conductivity,
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weighted by the areas of tundra and taiga over the grid-cell.
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The changes of highest magnitude correspond to the 337 Fennoscandian and Canadian taiga belts, as outlined by the 338 blue contours. However, a reduction in snow thermal con-339 ductivity is also computed for regions of sparse tree or 340 shrub-like vegetation at the extent of the Siberian Kolyma 341 region. This is a consequence of the very low value of snow 342 conductivity chosen for taiga environment, which enhances 343 the impact of sparse vegetation at the grid-cell scale. The 344 averaged winter snow cover depth and its variation between 345 the CTRL and VARIED simulations are illustrated in 346 Figure 2 (middle and bottom); CTRL and VARIED simu-347 lations exhibit moderate snow depth differences (up to 10 cm, 348 i.e., 20% less SWE in the VARIED simulation in the North 349 American taiga belt) imputable to higher sublimation and 350 melting rates triggered by increased soil temperatures. 396 spatial pattern is very different: the strongest summer 397 warming is modeled in the taiga areas that received a quite 398 thick snow cover during the preceding winter (>60 cm); in 399 those regions the snow cover also lasts more than 6 months. 
